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Thank you // Great to be hereHistoric moment - - a once in a generation shiftRe-wiring the fundamentals of, foundations of the modern labor force and the economy as we know it. Established patterns of work we’ve relied on for years are undergoing monumental changes that will redefine work. Big question is: what will next decade of work look like? How will you prepare? 
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For years we’ve been talking about the need for Digital Transformation. But now… we have a new shared commitment to be
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… Digital Perseverant.The quality organizations need today is a mindset of digital perseverance. It’s this unwavering belief in the power of innovation. The ability to thrive in the face of risk by harnessing and wielding technology as a strategic investment in short- and long-term success. It is a call to action, a call to inspire, and a call to serve, for an ever-changing future ahead of us.<CLICK> 



Harnessing & wielding technology to serve our most important outcomes 
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In Sum, being digital perseverant is being able to harness and wield technology to serve our most important outcomes, whichever they might be. 



The only path forward is continued and accelerated innovation
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And while we face uncertainty, the only path forwards is through continued and accelerated innovation. 



  

Innovation Future of work Supply chain Sustainability Cybersecurity
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As the global community moves forward from the disruption of the past few years, every organization has the opportunity to define how they will survive, and even thrive, in a continually changing environment. Facing workforce transformation, economic uncertainty, and societal pressures, every leader is looking to help their organization weather storms and adapt to new challenges – and often, they’re turning to technology as the key to future-proof their businesses.Let’s unpack each of these in a bit more detail.  Spurred in part by the global pandemic, what employees expect from their employer has changed dramatically. More than two years ago, millions of workers shifted virtually overnight to remote work, and millions more faced a new normal on the front lines. Today, we’re creating a new definition of hybrid work for every industry that prioritizes employee wellbeing as a core component of productivity. Employees demand work environments that are flexible, equitable, and inclusive, and they need the right tools and capabilities to do their best work – whether that’s at home, in the office, on the factory or store floor, or anywhere in between.  Economic conditions continue to change, and change rapidly, so leaders are looking to prioritize the investments that will drive the most important and meaningful business outcomes. Many leaders are facing resource constraints, and they need to think strategically about how they can do more with less, whether that means increasing efficiency and adding more value, or driving cost savings or reducing spend. And they’re looking to do this while continuing to build a strong foundation for the future, so they can weather whatever challenges come next.  And after the upheaval of the past few years, trust is more important than ever. Organizations must be able to trust their technology providers, not just to secure and safeguard their most sensitive data and mission-critical systems, but also as a business partner whose vision of the future aligns with their own. Leaders have an obligation to use technology responsibly and partner with vendors who share in that responsibility, so they can build stability within their organizations and across their industries.  <CLICK> 
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Now that I’ve set the context, I would like to dwell a bit on what we believe to be the five digital imperatives for every organization to do more with less, and how we are creating new opportunities: Build agility, optimize your business, and create data-driven experiences with Microsoft AzureDeliver efficiency with automation and AI across your businessReengage your workforce in the office, at home, and everywhere in betweenAccelerate innovation with the world's most complete cloud developer platform Protect everything, everyone, everywhere with comprehensive security



Migrate to 
the cloud
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It starts with migrating to the cloud.The cloud is foundational to how organizations will be competitive going forward. This creates an opportunity for all of you to help organizations by providing your expertise. It’s all about helping customers drive operational efficiency, deliver faster time to value and reduce costs.



Percentage of digital workloads 
deployed on cloud-native platforms

2021 2025

Source: Gartner® Press Release, Gartner Says Cloud Will Be the Centerpiece of New Digital Experiences, November 10, 2021. GARTNER is a registered trademark 
and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and internationally and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved.
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Developers need to build smarter and faster; to move from idea to code to cloud seamlessly; Developers need to create apps that are resilient in the face of failures, and scale dynamically based on load.They need them to have intelligent threat protection in real-time, with fine-grained security controls at every layer. Actually, 95% of new digital workloads will be deployed on cloud-native platforms by 2025. 



Empower 
fusion teams
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Today, every company is a digital company. In fact, there’s more demand for developers in some key industries, than even the tech industry itself. This represents a tremendous opportunity. Organizations are eager to equip fusion teams of pro and citizen developers with best-in-class tooling so that they can scale their impact together. We have the most complete platform and the most trusted cloud to help developers go from idea to code, code to cloud and cloud to the world. This is where innovation of tomorrow is being built, openly, securely, instantly and automatically. 



Percentage of new enterprise apps built 
using low-code or no-code tools

2020 2025

Source: Gartner® Press Release, Gartner Says Cloud Will Be the Centerpiece of New Digital Experiences, November 10, 2021. GARTNER is a registered trademark 
and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and internationally and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved.
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In fact, in the next 5 years over 500 million new apps will be built. That’s more than the number of ALL APPS built in the last 40 years!And there’s simply not enough people to built it. This year, in Portugal, there are roughly 10,000 people employed in the Software Development industry.The demand for apps is 5x faster than any IT departments can deliver.But in that app gap challenge… again… relies the opportunity. By 2025, 70% of new applications deployed for the enterprise will use low-code or no-code tools, up from less than 25% in 2020.
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That’s why Low-Code / No-Code is pivotal to the companies of the future. It’s about creating developers in each of us. It can help organizations unlock additional business value and reduce the cost of traditional application development. In our own case, more complexity doesn’t mean more time and money…



savings solution
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As it will integrate with the solution you already have, Microsoft Power Platform brings a unique approach to what is an expansive and high-growth market, bringing together robotic process automation, low-code/no-code tools, virtual agents, website building and business intelligence into a common platform for building end-to-end business solutions, reducing complexity as well as cost.



Unify data and 
apply AI models
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As we turn to data, you understand that it’s your most important architectural consideration. We are moving to a world where every app will be intelligent and adapt in real time. Analytics are not back-end process, they’re a critical part of the product experience.



Percentage of data produced 
by generative AI

2021 2025

Source: Gartner® Press Release ,Gartner Identifies the Top Strategic Technology Trends for 2022, October 18, 2021. GARTNER is a registered trademark and 
service mark of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and internationally and is used herein with permission. All rights reserved.
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This is the age of AI. The core business logic is no longer just being written by developers; it’s being written by software. In fact, by 2025, 10% of all data will be produced by generative AI models. Analytics is moving from back-end processes to being critical part of the product experience.
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Reason why you need a unified data approach to break the silos that too often exist between databases, analytics and governance.That’s why, instead of thinking about databases, analytics and governance as separate things, we are architecting these pieces together as part of one intelligent data platform, our Microsoft Intelligent Data Platform. Just think about the time and effort that goes into aligning your operational stores and analytics with new regulations, or just imagine the total cost of ownership if you try to do all this integration on your own.



Collaborative 
business process
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Now, let’s turn to collaborative business process.



of HR leaders are more concerned 
with employee wellbeing today 
than before the pandemic

96%

https://www.gartner.com/en/insights/future-of-work
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In this continually changing environment, there are a number of issues and challenges that organizations must address today:96% of HR leaders are more concerned with employee wellbeing today than before the pandemic.

https://www.gartner.com/en/insights/future-of-work


design can increase employee 
performance by as much as

https://www.gartner.com/en/insights/future-of-work

54%
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At the same time, studies have proven the impact that can happen when you design work that works for people, instead of putting people in service of rigid processes and procedures. Human-centered work design, including flexible work experiences, intentional collaboration opportunities, and empathetic management can increase employee performance by as much as 54%.<CLICK> 

https://www.gartner.com/en/insights/future-of-work


Hybrid work is just work.                                       
But are we doing it wrong?

End productivity paranoia

Embrace the fact that people come in for each other

Re-recruit your employees

Work Trend Index 2022
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Data from our Work Trend Index of 2022 reveals three urgent pivots every leader needs to make to re-align their organizations and empower their people for the new ways we work. Because when employees thrive, organizations flourish.End productivity paranoia Embrace the fact that people come in for each other  Re-recruit your employees



of leaders say they have full 
confidence their team is productive

of employees report they 
are productive at work

87% 12%

End productivity paranoia

Work Trend Index 2022
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People are working more than ever even as leaders worry that they're not getting the job done. The vast majority of employees (87%) report that they are productive at work, and productivity signals across Microsoft 365 continue to climb.At the same time, only 12% of leaders say that they have full confidence their team is productive. And with macroeconomic signs that productivity could be slowing, some organizations have resorted to invasive tracking systems that breed mistrust and inspire the sort of “productivity theater” that leads to actual wasted time. This productivity paranoia risks making hybrid work unsustainable — and the answer isn’t telling employees they need to focus or be more efficient. Leaders urgently need to pivot from worrying whether their people are working enough to helping them focus on the work that’s most important.



Clarity is key

more likely to stay at the company for 
at least two years

Employees who have clarity on their 
work priorities are nearly

Work Trend Index 2022
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That’s why Clarity is key.Employees who report having clarity about their work priorities are nearly 4 times as likely to say they plan to stay at the company for at least two years.Employees who report having clarity about their work priorities are 4.5x as likely to say they're happy at their current company. (Glint, 2022) But less than one third of employees are actually getting that clarity from their managers.�48% of employees and 53% of managers report that they’re already burnt out at work, so prioritization must go beyond simply reordering an overflowing to-do list. Leaders need to create clarity and purpose for their people, aligning employees’ work with company mission and team goals.



of hybrid employees are 
considering a transition to remote

work in the year ahead

Make the commute “worth it”

51%

Work Trend Index 2022
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Another topic that’s needed clarity has been that of in-person work.  The return to the office has been a tug of war at many organizations—we’ve even seen some employers roll back their plans after strident, one-size-fits-all policies led to employee outcry.Earlier this year we advised leaders that they needed to make the commute worth it. Our data showed that half of hybrid employees were considering a shift to fully remote work in the year ahead. 



People come in for each other

84%

of employees would be motivated 
by the promise of social connection 

with coworkers

of employees are motivated by 
rebuilding team bonds

85%

Work Trend Index 2022
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Policy alone won’t reverse this reality: 73% of employees and 78% of those business decision makers say they need a better reason to go in, than just company expectations. Connecting with colleagues is a key motivation for working in-person. 84% of employees would be motivated by the promise of socializing with coworkers, while 85% are motivated by rebuilding team bonds. 



If people can’t learn, they’ll leave

of employees say they’d 
stay at their company 

longer with more learning 
and development support

76%

Work Trend Index 2022
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Luckily, if leaders act, the connection between learning and retention is clear in the data. If they could benefit more from learning and development support, 76% of employees say they’d stay at their company longer with more learning and development support.



8 in 10

employees say they need 
additional skills to do their 
day-to-day work, including 

facing new business 
challenges or taking on 

new responsibilities from 
coworkers who have quit

Nearly half of employees 
feel like neither their 

immediate manager (48%) 
nor their senior leadership 
(49%) prioritize learning 

and development 

of great work culture:
opportunities to learn 

and grow 

Addressing the skills gap

1/2 #1
driver

Work Trend Index 2022
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Authentic communication can help organizations navigate the difficult conversations around the skills gap. Many employees don’t have the current skills they need, let alone ones for the future.  Nearly half of employees say they feel like neither their immediate manager (48%) nor their senior leadership (49%) prioritize learning and development. Roughly 8 in 10 employees say they need additional skills to do their day-to-day work, including facing new business challenges or taking on new responsibilities from coworkers who have quit.Employees consider opportunities to learn and grow as the #1 driver of great work culture.
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Think about all the hybrid work solutions your organization requires today: meetings, chat, phone, scheduling, project management, cloud storage, analytics and automation, and the cost and the complexity that goes along with adding, deploying, and managing each of them. Productivity is no longer what we understood it to be until recent times…



savings solution
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But … When we make everyday experiences collaborative, we can bend the productivity curve for an entire organization.Microsoft 365 brings all these solutions together into one integrated experience that makes work easier and smarter for employees. Customers can save more than 60% compared to other patchworks.



Prioritize security
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Now, let’s turn to our final imperative: security. 



Cybercrime cost

2010 2025

Source: Cybersecurity Ventures
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The numbers are quite stark. Businesses are experiencing an increase in both the volume and sophistication of cyberattacks. 



Verify 
explicitly

Use least 
privileged access

Assume 
breach
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Implementing a Zero Trust security has become an imperative across all sectors.These are three Zero Trust Principles: Verify explicitlyUse least privileged accessAssume breachIt’s about using a Zero Trust approach into:IdentitiesAppsInfrastructureAutomation & OrchestrationEndpointsNetworkData
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people first

Do more
with less

Trust your
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Microsoft Cloud
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As I’m getting close to the end of my presentation, I would like to leave you with three final thoughts. With the Microsoft Cloud, we can help organizations across industries achieve three critical goals.  They need solutions that help them put their people first, empowering them to make an impact while nurturing their humanity. They need to do more with less by maximizing the value of their investments, backed by the data and insights to drive meaningful business outcomes. And they need to trust their cloud provider, not just to ensure security and privacy, but as a reliable business partner invested in their success. 



Put your people first

Empower everyone on 
your team to do their best 
work with the help of 
human-centric solutions that 
connect people, processes, 
and data.
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End paranoia
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Putting their people first means empowering everyone on your team to do their very best work, leveraging human-centric solutions that connect people, processes, and data. We’re putting people first by…Reimagining hybrid work for every employee with the right tools to manage meetings, chat, phone, scheduling, project management, cloud storage, analytics, and automation in one connected experience. Fueling creativity and innovation everywhere by empowering fusion teams and bringing every experience into the flow of work.Promoting an inclusive company culture with a set of products and offerings designed to ensure they meet the needs of every user. Microsoft believes that when our technology reflects the diversity of the people who use it, everyone can achieve more. 



Do more with less

Get more speed, more 
productivity, and more time 
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Do more with less means more speed, more productivity, and more time to focus on what matters most. You can get this done by: Improving time-to-value and reduce costsIncreasing agility with an open, extensible cloud at every layer of the Microsoft Cloud stack. Start with any portion and expand to create a workflow that supports your business challenge.Driving operational efficiency with a unified data platform, which fully integrates databases, analytics, and governance. Easily pivot and adapt, add layers of intelligence to your applications, unlock predictive insights, and govern your data anywhere. 



Trust your cloud
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And you should trust your cloud. Organizations can build a strong foundation for the future with a trusted cloud partner, committed to responsibility, security, and sustainability. Protect everything, everyone, everywhere with a partner that brings together over 50 security categories in one comprehensive solution to protect your entire digital estate – identity, data, apps, endpoints, infrastructure, and network.Innovate confidently with a partner you can trust who recognizes a civic duty to act as a responsible cloud provider. The global scale and scope of our public cloud gives Microsoft a unique role to act responsibly and to serve the interests of all. Accelerate progress to reach your sustainability goals with environmental, social, and governance capabilities that give you the transparency and insights you need to decarbonize and manage your environmental footprint.Responsibly use AI at every stage of innovation with Microsoft’s tools, resources, and overall commitment to advancing AI with an approach driven by ethical principles that put people first. These include fairness, reliability and safety, privacy and security, inclusiveness, transparency, and accountability.



What
we ?
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When faced with all these challenges – we’re left with two questions…. What can we build?
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And What does the world need?





Inclusive Fundamental
rights SustainableTrusted
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And the answer is: having a thoughtful approach to technology to be: - a support for inclusive economic growth. We must ensure that the economic opportunity we drive is inclusive of every person, company, community and country. - we need to protect the fundamental rights of all people and support the institutions and systems that are foundational to human progress, equity and justice. - We must drive trust, both trust in business model alignment with our customers and partners, and trust in technology spanning our work in cybersecurity, privacy, safety and responsible AI.- And finally, we must create a sustainable future with our most finite resource, the planet. We must always ensure that the economic growth does not come at the expense of the environment. 
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Here’s an overview of our view on sustainability and the strong commitments we’ve made in this area. 






every person and every organization 
on the planet to achieve more
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